
The best of the beers we 
reviewed this year.

B Y  L A U R E N  B U Z Z E O

T
here’s no question that we’re living in a Golden Age for beer 
diversity, quality and, hey, just plain enjoyment. Case in point: 
A trip to the Brewers Association’s annual Great American 
Beer Festival offers access to more than 3,500 pours from 
across the U.S., and that’s still just a sampling of what’s out 

there. There are many more domestic and imported beers in market 
today, making it a nearly impossible—yet enticing—task to try and 
taste them all. 

Our annual Top 25 list is culled from the beers reviewed throughout 
the year for our Beer Buying Guide, which appears in every issue. This 
list is not the top 25 beers of all time, but instead represents the most 
exciting selections tasted over the past 12 months. 

Like the beers themselves, the list is all about balance. Ratings and 
pricing play important roles, but also considered is the representation 
of various brands, styles, countries, production sizes and availability.

Continuing previous years’ trends, the majority of beers submitted 
and reviewed in 2017 were domestic, as the American craft-brewing 
scene continues to thrive. That being said, there are some stellar 
international bottlings included, like our number one pick of the year, 
from Belgium’s iconic Rodenbach Brewery. 

You can see what else was reviewed this year at winemag.com, but 
for now, a big cheers to the 25 best of the beer year.
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TOP 25 BEERS I 2017

1

98 Rodenbach Caractère Rouge Limited Edition 
Ale (Flanders Red Ale; Brewery Rodenbach, 

Belgium). This is a selection that, if you find it, should 
absolutely not be missed. It starts with Rodenbach’s 
Vintage Ale, which is macerated with cranberries, 
raspberries and sour cherries for six months and 
then refermented in bottle. The result is a stunning, 
complex and remarkably balanced beer. A gorgeous 
ruby-mahogany color, with a light head that falls fast, 
it leads with vibrant scents of fresh whole cherry and 
berry that are accented by waves of oak and sour 
fruit. The palate is forward in flavor, yet surprisingly 
smooth and refined, with medium carbonation and 
refreshing sour acidity that balance the ripe red-fruit 
characteristics. The elegant finish boasts notes of 
dried cherry, raspberry, cocoa and wood that linger 
long. It’s not over-the-top in any one trait, and is a 
beer that exemplifies how poised and well-composed 
a fruited Flanders ale can be. Latis LLC. 
abv: 7% Price: $23/750 ml

2
95 Goose Island 2017 Bourbon County Brand 

Stout (American Double/Imperial Stout; 
Goose Island Beer Co., IL). This vintage-dated 
selection is one of the most anticipated annual beer 
releases, with throngs of beer lovers lining up the 
day after Thanksgiving to try and get their share. The 
2017 bottling is a doozy, oozing with rich, decadent 
aromas and flavors of chocolate sauce, charred oak, 
booze-soaked raisins and berries. It’s warm and 
inviting, with a deceptive smoothness that keeps you 
coming back for more despite its power and intensity. 
It’s a beer that many won’t be able to resist cracking 
open, but if you do manage to score a few, definitely 
tuck a couple away, as it will continue to harmonize 
and evolve magically with some years of cellaring. 
abv: 14.1% Price: $NA/22 oz

3
94 Bruery Terreux 2017 Frucht: Boysenberry 

(Berliner Weissbier; Bruery Terreux, CA). 
The latest release in Bruery Terreux’s Frucht lineup 
is this tart Berlin-style wheat beer that’s aged in oak 
foeders with boysenberries. Balanced, complex and 
immensely enjoyable, it pours a gorgeous purple-
ruby color, with a fluffy light-pink head that lingers. 
The bouquet is massively fruity, but cleanly and 
attractively so, boasting intense fruit aromas of 
mixed berries, plum and vinous grape tones, with 
additional notes of oak spice, leather, barnyard funk 
and dried grass. The light-bodied palate offers more 
of the same, with vibrant fruit flavors that are lifted 
by high carbonation and a bright, tart acidic seam.  
abv: 4.5% Price: $12/750 ml

4
94 Hardywood Park Craft Brewery Ruse 

Imperial Milk Stout Aged in Red Wine 
Barrels (Milk/Sweet Stout; Hardywood Park Craft 
Brewery, VA). This is a powerful, flavorful brew that’s 
an ideal choice to bring both wine and beer lovers 
together over a glass. It pours an almost black color, 
with a slightly viscous look to it and a foamy tan 
head that falls fairly fast. The stout-like character-
istics are upfront on the nose, with assertive aromas 
of roasted malt, milk chocolate, vanilla cream and 
roasted nuts, but they’re quickly followed up by 
scents of wine-soaked oak, black currant, plum and 
earth. The vinous notes continue through to the 
palate, at the fore of the sip atop the rich cream, 
caramel and chocolate malt base. It’s full in body and 
smooth—almost slick—in texture, with an endless 
and evolving finish.
abv: 11.3% Price: $19/750 ml

5
94 Chimay Grand Réserve Ale Barrel Aged 

Dark Ale (Belgian Strong Dark Ale; Bières 
de Chimay, Belgium). A new release from the classic 
Trappist brewery, this is the classic Grand Réserve, 
or Blue, Chimay, with 22% aged in former rum 
barrels. It’s loaded with dense, woody aromas and 
flavors, expressed in waves of fruit cake, vanilla bean 
and toasted oak that lay atop the rich core of fresh 
caramel, brown sugar, toasted bread, rum baba and 
booze-soaked raisins and berries. It’s round and 
creamy, with a mouthfilling palate and a pleasant 
warmth that unfolds on the long, spicy finish. 
Manneken- Brussel Imports.
abv: 10.5% Price: $40/750 ml

6
94 Great Divide Old Ruffian Barleywine 

(American Barleywine; Great Divide Brewing 
Co., CO). Great Divide does big beers really well, and 
its barleywine is no exception. The hops really shine 
here, with forward notes of dried flowers, citrus 
peel, grapefruit oil and resin, though it remains 
surprisingly bright and attractive throughout. The 
palate offers more weight and malty richness, with 
dried cherry and apricot dancing alongside flavors 
of toasted malt, molasses and fresh caramel. The 
warming finish has a lingering astringency and bitter 
texture that leaves you ready for your next sip. 
abv: 10.2% Price: $10/22 oz

7

93 Left Hand Milk Stout Nitro (Milk/Sweet 
Stout; Left Hand Brewing Company, CO). 

Now available in widget cans, Left Hand’s Nitro 
Milk Stout, America’s top-selling craft nitro stout, is 
not one to be overlooked. It pours with a beautiful 
presentation—and should be poured hard—as 
upward waves of foam cascade to the top of a dark 
black glass. The pillowy head releases initial notes 
of rich malt, roasted nuts, mocha and cocoa powder. 
The plush, smooth, mouthfilling palate offers more 
of the same, with lingering notes of vanilla ice cream 
topped with roasted cocoa nibs, toasted walnuts 
and espresso powder. It’s decadent, for sure, but it’s 
superbly balanced and utterly delicious.
abv: 6% Price: $9/13.65oz 4 pack

8

93 Captain Lawrence Powder Dreams India Pale 
Ale Double Dry-Hopped with Citra & Mosaic 

Lupulin Powder (American IPA; Captain Lawrence 
Brewing Company, NY). Canned in tall boys, this 
version of the brewery’s Powder Dreams, the third 
installment, is certainly bold and hoppy. A hazy 
orange-amber color, it leads with upfront aromas of 
ripe tropical fruit, melon rind and dried grapefruit, 
with a subtle herbaceous quality in the background. 
The mouthfeel is full and creamy, with ample 
carbonation and pleasant bitterness to counter the 
weight through the finish. Fruity flavors of pineapple, 
nectarine and grapefruit set the stage, with complex 
hits of oversteeped white tea and fresh grass lending 
interest and an astringent texture through the close.  
abv: 7.5% Price: $NA/16 oz 4 pack 

9
93 Firestone Walker Mocha Merlin Coffee 

Infused Oatmeal Stout (Oatmeal Stout; 
Firestone Walker Brewing Co., CA). Firestone Walker 
took their popular, smooth and decadent Velvet 
Merlin oatmeal stout and brewed it with the Colombia 
La Granadilla blend from HoneyCo Coffee Roasters as 
well as cocoa nibs sourced from Ghana, transforming 
it into this Mocha Merlin seasonal offering. A deep 
mahogany-black color, with a serious tan head, it’s 
loaded with intense notes of espresso, roasted malts, 
vanilla oats and fudgy chocolate-caramel brownie on 
the nose and palate. The medium-bodied mouthfeel 
is creamy, plush and oh-so-satisfying, with just the 
right amount of carbonation to keep it all in balance.
abv: 5.5% Price: $10/12 oz 6 pack

10
92 Reuben’s Brews Blimey That’s Bitter Triple 

India Pale Ale (American Double/Imperial 
IPA; Reuben’s Brews, WA). This “triple” IPA pours a 
honey-gold color, with a dense head that leaves good 
lacing behind. With about six pounds of hops added 
per barrel, it offers intense aromas of citrus, pine 

and tropical fruits, all of which transition into the 
smooth, creamy palate. There’s ample caramel malt 
at the core, grounding the hop flavors and appropri-
ately bitter texture. Though slightly warm and round 
in body, it’s not out of balance, and offers a pleasant 
hit of pine-resin flavor on the finish.
abv: 10.5% Price: $NA/22 oz

11
92 Bell’s Third Coast Old Ale (American 

Barleywine; Bell’s Brewery, MI). This rusty 
brown-colored brew leads with attractive scents 
of golden raisin, toffee, caramel, toasted grain and 
brown sugar, all hit with a good dose of hop-based 
characteristics like citrus peel, resin and earth. The 
palate is full and flavorful, with medium carbon-
ation to keep the sweet boozy-fruit and roasted-
malt flavors in check. The alcohol is surprisingly 
hidden, with only a subtle warmth lingering through 
the close. 
abv: 10.2% Price: $18/12 oz 6 pack

12
92 Baladin Nora (Herbed/Spiced beer; Birrificio 

Baladin, Italy). Made with kamut grain from 
Egypt and flavored with ginger and myrrh, this is an 
interesting beer that’s best served not too cold to 
allow those earthy, subtle spice attributes to shine. 
A hazy orange-amber color, with a low head that falls 
fast, it’s all spiced citrus and sweet malt upfront, 
with a distinct white-flower accent. The medium-
weight palate offers more of the same, with waves 
of ginger-spiced orange, lemon peel, orange blossom 
and biscuit that flood the mouth. The texture is 
smooth and creamy, with low carbonation and a rich, 
spicy finish that boasts great length and strength. It’s 
well balanced and layered, somehow simultaneously 
exhibiting concentration and elegance throughout. B. 
United International, Inc.
abv: 6.8% Price: $18/750 ml

13
91 Lord Hobo Hobo Life Dry-Hopped Citra 

Session IPA (American IPA; Lord Hobo 
Brewing Company, MA). This pours a hazy golden-
yellow color, with an off-white head that shows good 
staying power. The hop aromas immediately waft 
from the glass—loads of grapefruit peel, fresh grass 
and minty pine needle that all carry through to the 
palate. It smells bigger than it is, as the sip is surpris-
ingly light, balanced by just enough malty support 
and fine carbonation. It’s sessionable, for sure, but 
definitely not lacking in flavor.
abv: 4.5% Price: $9/12 oz 6 pack

14
92 Societe The Highbinder Feral (American 

Wild Ale; Societe Brewing Company, CA). 
This blended barrel-amber ale was aged in California 
wine barrels, a portion of that time with raspberries. 
Cloudy mahogany in color, the vibrant bouquet 
offers aggressive notes of sour funk and tart berry 
that are complemented by additional vinous scents 
of red-wine vinegar and lightly toasted oak. Despite 
the sour notes, the mouthfeel is surprisingly full and 
creamy, though completely lifted by the acidic flavors 
and vibrant carbonation. The long finish is laced with 
tart fruit, cocoa powder and woodspice flavors. 
abv: 5.7% Price: $18/500 ml

15

91 Samuel Adams Rebel IPA (American IPA; The 
Boston Beer Co., MA). After more than four 

years, the brewers undertook what they dubbed 
“Project Lupulus” and completely reformulated 
this brew, taking advantage of hops that were not 
available when Rebel IPA was first launched in 2014. 
All in all, seven hops were chosen for the new recipe: 
Cascade, Centennial, Chinook, HBC 566 (a new hop 
variety proprietary and exclusive to Sam Adams), 
HBC 682 (another new experimental hop variety), 
Mosaic and Simcoe. The resulting brew is well 
balanced and more tropical in nature than the initial 
offering, with a solid but not overpowering caramel-
malt core and varying hop tones throughout, from 
grapefruit rind to fresh pine, with bright pineapple 
and lemon fruit flavors. 
abv: 6.5% Price: $10/12 oz 6 pack
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16
91 Dogfish Head Namaste White (Witbier; 

Dogfish Head Craft Brewery, DE). This year-
round selection is brewed with dried organic-orange 
slices, fresh-cut lemongrass and a bit of coriander. 
When combined with bright effervescence and low 
alcohol, the result is a vibrant and refreshing beer, 
perfect for warm-weather entertaining. It pours 
a hazy yellow color, with a fluffy white head that’s 
true to the style. Intense orange- and lemon-zest 
aromas lead the charge, with additional notes of 
white pepper, clover, coriander and fresh wheat 
fleshing out the experience. It’s surprisingly smooth 
in feel before the carbonation kicks in and amplifies 
the citrus tones through the finish. Clean and well 
balanced, try it with dishes with a touch of heat, like 
buffalo wings, spicy crab cakes or spicy sushi.
abv: 4.8% Price: $12/12 oz 6 pack

17
91 Harpoon Hoppy Adventure Double IPA 

(American Double/Imperial IPA; Harpoon 
Brewery, MA/VT). This pours a clean golden-orange 
color, with a frothy off-white head that leaves nice 
lacing behind with each sip. Scents of cut grass, 
orange supreme, freshly baked bread, floral hops and 
just a touch of pine needle all dance in the bouquet. 
Those notes all continue through to the malty, robust 
palate, which showcases superb overall balance and 
surprising drinkability for a DIPA. The finish is dry 
and lightly spiced with notes of mossy earth and 
peach pit. 
abv: 7.8% Price: $13/16 oz 4 pack

18
91 Stone Pataskala Red X IPA (American 

IPA; Stone Brewing Co., CA). Labeled as “a 
massively dry-hopped crimson IPA,” this brew gets its 
vibrant red hue from the special German malts used, 
called Red X, and its hop profile from the addition of 
Mosaic, Cascade and Amarillo hops. The resulting 
beer is a pleasant mix of IPA and red ale character-
istics, with bright hop-centric scents of lemon and 
orange rind that are countered by a hit of clean malt. 
The smooth, medium-bodied palate boasts a rich, 
malty core, with flavors of toffee and toasted bread 
alongside hints of grapefruit pith and pine that carry 
through the mildly astringent finish. It’s surprisingly 
balanced, harmonious and easy to drink, despite the 
moderate alcohol.
abv: 7.3% Price: $12/12 oz 6 pack

19
90 Deschutes Pacific Wonderland Lager 

(American Pale Lager; Deschutes Brewing, 
OR). Deschutes is more known for their assortment 
of ales, but this lager shouldn’t be overlooked. Made 
with Hallertau Herkules, Hallertau Mittelfruh and 
Tettnang Mandarina hops, it’s well balanced between 
the bright citrus and floral hop characters and the 
clean biscuit-malt core. Pleasant accents of orchard- 
and stone-fruits add depth to the nose and mouth, 
combining harmoniously with the orange, grass and 
herbal hop tones. It’s a little more than light in body, 
though not much, with crisp carbonation and a dry, 
subtly spiced finish.
abv: 5.5% Price: $11/12 oz 6 pack

20
90 Schlafly Black IPA (American-style Black 

Ale; The Saint Louis Brewery, MO). Part of 
the Hop Allocation Series, this beer pours a dark 
brown, almost black color, with a thick tan head that 
leaves nice lacing behind. It showcases a beautiful 
balance between the rich, roasty, chocolaty malt 
characteristics and the fruity, spicy, piny hop profile. 
The mouthfeel is creamy, slightly chewy and slick, 
with plush malt flavors that give way to lingering 
bitterness by way of roasted coffee bean, bitter 
orange peel and pine resin flavors.
abv: 7% Price: $11/12 oz 6 pack

21
90 Avery Brewing Co. Liliko’i Kepolo (Witbier; 

Avery Brewing Co., CO). This Belgian-
style wheat ale, sold in cans, is a smooth and fruity 
selection. It’s brewed with passion fruit, which is 
certainly a forward characteristic in the beer. It 
complements the style’s traditional notes of sweet 
wheat, banana and tropical fruit tones, all dusted by 
yeasty spice notes for added depth and interest. It’s 
medium bodied, with ample carbonation and a subtle 
tart kick on the finish that keeps the palate bright 
and refreshing. Overall, it’s one of the most flavorful 
wits you can find. 
abv: 5.4% Price: $12/12 oz 6 pack

22
90 Founders PC Pils American Hoppy Pilsner 

(American Pilsner; Founders Brewing, 
MI). Made with Chinook, Cascade and Centennial 
hops, this summer-friendly selection—available in 
bottles and cans—is crisp, clean and so easy to enjoy. 
It’s a great representation of a classic Pils with an 
American twist (hops), showcasing the style’s classic 
clean, malty core with an overlay of vibrant, citrusy 

and slightly astringent hop characteristics. Citrus, 
bread dough, sweet grass, soda cracker and a hint of 
fresh pine weave throughout the nose and mouth, 
framed by brisk carbonation and a medium-bodied 
mouthfeel. The hops take center stage on the finish, 
expressed in flavors of pine and citrus peel.
abv: 5.5% Price: $12/12 oz 6 pack

23
90 Smuttynose Rhye IPA (American IPA; 

Smuttynose Brewing Company, NH). 
Smutty’s Rhye IPA is an India pale ale brewed with 
rye malt. Based off the brewery’s Finestkind IPA, but 
tweaked to include 30% rye malt, in addition to a 
few other small changes, it’s a flavorful beer that still 
manages to show great harmony between the hop, 
malt and rye characteristics. Spicy notes of black 
pepper, rye and resinous pine unfold throughout, 
grounded by a malty core of light caramel and nutty, 
toasty bread flavors that are smooth and satisfying. 
A pleasant bitterness and spicy rye character lingers 
long on the dry finish.
abv: 7% Price: $12/12 oz 6 pack

24
90 Victory Sour Monkey (American Wild 

Ale; Victory Brewing Company, PA). This 
bottling is a wild spin on Victory’s Golden Monkey, 
the brewery’s Belgian-style tripel. A brilliant golden 
color, it’s a strong and intense brew, leading with 
scents of fresh citrus, freshly baked bread, dried 
grass, underripe stone fruit and green apple. There’s 
a pleasant weight and richness to the smooth palate 
that’s lifted through the close by bright, lactic 
acidity. Aside for the mouthfeel, the alcohol is well-
integrated and balanced, while light carbonation 
assists in lifting the stone-fruit and citrus flavors 
and carrying them through to the dry, herbal finish. 
abv: 9.5% Price: $12/12 oz 6 pack

25
90 Coronado Brewing Co. Stingray IPA Imperial 

India Pale Ale (American Double/Imperial 
IPA; Coronado Brewing Co., CA). Brewed with Citra, 
Mosaic, Simcoe and Southern Cross hops, this 
canned DIPA pours a gorgeous golden color and 
shines with intense aromas of fresh citrus, pineapple, 
tropical fruit and cut grass. Herbal and floral hop 
tones override the nose, while the palate offers a rich 
caramel-malt spine to ground the hoppy bitterness 
through the slightly sticky finish. It’s smooth and 
creamy in texture, though ample carbonation keeps 
the mouthfeel balanced and drinkable, with final hits 
of grapefruit feel and hop resin on the close.
abv: 7.9% Price: $14/12 oz 6 pack


